
  

 

 

The New Year! 
 

The months of January and 
February have seen a number 

of festivities in Malaysia. 
 

Thai Pongal, the thanksgiving 
harvest festival of the Tamils, 

Thaipusam festival for the   
Hindus and the Chinese New 
Year, welcoming the year of 

the Tiger. 
 

We wish our readers all 
strength and fortitude to over-

come the challenges of the 
times. 

 

Stay safe. 
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Rise Dharma, like the sun to end communal strife.  
Unite all in ONE and to give us New Life 
                - Yogi Shuddhananda Bharati  

 March, 2022 

  In this issue… 

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY - “A DUTY 
OR A CHOICE?” 

continued from previous issue 

Charitable Initiatives – Misdirected 

 The number of charitable institutions in the  

nation has increased and are increasing from day to 

day in our fair nation.  Why?  Is it because the people 

are altruistic? 

 We have homes for the orphans and the 

“homeless” because of irresponsible parenthood; the 

aged for whom their children have no time. There      

is an increasing number among the handicapped of      

various types, some of which can be prevented, if   

parents are more careful during pregnancies and more       

stabilized in their emotions. 

 Good eating habits can also in some way     

prevent mental deficiencies. Then again, practising 

self-control can also help to avoid undesirable       

patterns of living that affect the nervous system. 

 The drug abusers on whom the drug lords 

thrive; the sex slaves who abuse their creative energy 

- not realizing that their thoughtless indulgence and 

negligible gains can cause incurable diseases such as 

HIV and AIDS.  

 Just imagine the colossal amount of time,  

money and energy that is being spent by the govern-

ment in trying to rectify the ills that Man has created      

because of his own lack of responsibility!   

continued on page 4 
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Cover page photo:  

Decorations found in the homes of Tamil and Chinese  
families celebrating Pongal (Tamil Harvest Festival) and 
Chinese New Year. 

 

The success of early Buddhism 
is undoubtedly due more to the 

singular personality and life 

of Buddha coupled with his 
stand-point to the problem of 

life, than to the absolute    
originality of his teachings.  

 

- Dr Swami Satyananda, JP, 1958 

Founder-President, the Pure Life Society 
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GAIA 
 

The Earth Goddess Gaia  
Suffers no more in      

silence  
At Man's inhuman 

ways.  
In dire agony she sheds 

bloody tears, 
Lets go her fury,  

Churning the seas, 
And flooding her sacred 

mantle  
Staining it with         

sanguinary shrouds.  
 

She shakes and she 
quakes  

Fire and brimstone, 
Shivers and quivers  

And heaves forth from 
her hardened breasts, 
Hailstones and rocks, 
In tempestuous rage  

At Man's sins.  
 

O man! hurt no more 
the great Mother  

Who hath fed you since 
days of yore  

Her milk of Love, Light 
and Energy.  

 
- Mother A Mangalam 
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At times we, as individuals or as a people, are dealt hammer blows.  The Covid pandemic 

comes to mind quickly and it continues to be with us after two years. But, more recently, 

it was the floods that ravaged Klang, parts of Petaling Jaya and Kuala Lumpur to begin 

with. Then as the rainy season set in, other States such as Kelantan, Pahang and Johor, 

where the problem has been perennial. 

Klang and Shah Alam were particularly hard hit because the severity was unexpected as 

some avoidable circumstances were not fully addressed. 

The root cause can be traced to a lack of spirituality or consciousness in those who could 

have helped avoid the catastrophe. Those in authority and charged with responsibility for 

seeing to it and we as individuals or the general public have to share the blame. Are we as 

a whole playing our part in mitigating climate change that’s staring us in the face? 

Let’s be honest, climate change is our collective responsibility. The saying, when we 

point a finger at someone, three of our fingers are pointing at ourselves is so apt and tell-

ing. 

So then, why, the situation? While many individuals are mindful of their responsibilities, 

there are those who are not and their numbers make the difference. 

It’s about spiritual consciousness, the awareness that everything we see before us in this 

big, wide world, this planet we call home, is linked and inter-dependent. Knock it out of 

balance and there is a price to pay, suffering is the consequence. It may not be apparent in 

the beginning, but gradually, with time, the message is being driven home. 

There’s awakening as to where the cause lies and if we are to carry on, it’s not regardless. 

We have to play our part as individuals. If we don’t, bear in mind the saying ‘sedikit,  

sedikit jadi bukit (little, by little becomes a hill). Our problems multiply. 

Religion is meant to awaken that consciousness, about who we are and what we must do 

to keep things on even keel as we live our lives. Greed, lack of civic mindedness, empathy 

and compassion, reflect selfishness that can only be countered by a deep sense of respon-

sibility to ourselves and others.  

Our places of worship are always full, but it’s not a measure to be relied on, reality tells 

us. Caring and sharing has to be front and centre of our lives, if we are to turn things 

around.  

It’s simply a matter of consciousness that our different faiths seek to instill in us. It’s the 

spiritual dimension we have to consider, lacking of which can and should be seen as the 

cause of our woes. It’s as simple as that. 

 

   

EDITOR’S NOTE 
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continued from front cover 

 Money that can be spent on building proper educational institutions and well-trained quali-

ty teachers on a comfortable salary structure, is being spent copiously on remedial measures. 

Whither Values? 

 All such mishaps in humanity boil down to a lack of right values in one’s life that don’t 

help to build oneself and not listening to one’s conscience – the inner silent voice in each one of 

us. 

 This human body is a sacred vessel of divine light and energy with limitless potential for 

creation in multifarious fields.  Man with the proper use of his body, mind and spirit has been 

able to achieve much in changing the face of the earth to what it is today.  He has also used his 

potential for destruction and now he has to suffer the consequences of his negative role.  Every-

thing in life is reciprocal.  As we sow, we reap.  Man has his choice. What does he want?  And, 

if I may ask, what do you want? 

 Coming down to brass tacks, let us see how people in their respective paths in life can play 

their role with responsibility - and when you say responsibility there is an element of sacrifice in 

it. The word ‘sacrifice’ is, sad to say, a word that is missing in the human dictionary of today.  

 The many multi-facetted roles that each one of us have chosen to play in life, if played 

with responsibility, is in itself a social responsibility – as parents, as mother, as father, as chil-

dren, as a student, as an employer, as an employee, as a citizen, as a nurse, as a waste-manager, 

as the owner of the human body or as a professional in any chosen profession. 

 The society in which we live will become naturally reformed and the world will be a better 

place to live in. 

 In conclusion, let us ponder over the following lines from the Puranas: 

Our actions should not bring pain, harm, suffering or illness 
to other beings.  Our bodies are created to serve others, 
Therefore, the highest form of worship is to serve others 

in God’s name. 

The sun’s radiance is for the benefit of others, 
but none for itself; 

The rain’s waters are for the benefit of others, 
but none for itself; 

The tree’s fruit and shade are for the benefit of others, 
but none for itself. 

Nature provides its benevolence to all of God’s creation 
without discrimination, 

Should not the thinking Man, serve his brethren, 
without discrimination? 

 

- Datin Paduka Mother A Mangalam, 
(Speech at Universiti Malaya organized by the Indian Cultural Club of Second  Residential 

College, Universiti Malaya (2010) 

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY - “A DUTY OR A CHOICE?” 
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LAO-TZU AND THE MODERN WORLD 
(An Address - China Society Annual, 1953) 

Founder-President of the Pure Life Society, Dr Swami Satyananda, JP 

- continued from previous issue 

 Modern man has achieved unprecedented mastery over external nature and consequently 

has been able to provide himself with all the amenities of a very comfortable physical and sensu-

al life. But has he found happiness or peace? No. This is because man has not known himself 

though he has known a lot about other things. So Lao-Tzu says, "to find his fountain of Spirit is 

to learn the secret of heaven and earth, in this fountain of mystery, Spirit is eternally present in 

endless supply." In this state of realisation, man becomes absorbed in perennial peace. 

 That is why Christ said, "First seek ye the Kingdom of God (which is within you) and all 

else shall be added unto you," Lao-Tzu says, "Anyone can avail himself of it for the refreshment 

and the unfolding greatness of his own spirit by the earnest practice of concentration, but to do so 

he must devote himself to the effort with Wu-Wei of mind and sensitive expectancy." This is 

what is called "Samadhi" in yoga and Eckhart spoke of it as "Be still and know that I am God".  

 The word "Wu-Wei" literally means non-assertion or non-compulsion: that is, in order to 

attain the supreme absorption or Samadhi, one must entirely eliminate the ego and egoism. Here, 

I feel a little explanation is necessary. It is the doctrine of self-surrender in Christianity and Islam 

and other theistic systems of Hindu thought. The Infinite Spirit fulfils itself  through every exist-

ence. It is omniscient as much as omnipotent.   

 When the devotee eliminates his small self  the Infinite begins slowly but surely to express 

itself through the personality of the devotee. Such a person becomes a veritable conduit of divine 

powers and whatever he wishes, thinks or does, bears immense good to humanity. This truth is 

verified in the lives of all great saints and sages of various countries and climes. For instance, 

Mahatma Gandhi is the latest illustration of this truth. 

 Modern man is intensely self-seeking and selfish. That is why there is so much trouble and 

tribulation all over the world. But Lao-Tzu says, "The perfect sage, who puts his own interests 

behind him, is always the leader of his people. All the time he is looking after  the welfare of his 

people,  and in doing so he preserves his own life."  Christ also spoke of this aspect of life "as he 

who cherishes his own life shall find it." 

 Since Tao is present in all human beings, the Sage serves them intent on their welfare look-

ing upon them as embodiments of Tao. This is what is called Karma Yoga in Hindu thought or 

the Way Of Selfless Action in Christianity. 

 Thus we see that the equalitarian ideal which is the impulse of the modern age can be fully 

realised by the Sage or the Rishi - not by force, domination and violence nor by an outward or 

unnatural means, but by the knowledge of the Eternal One in the many, which is in every man, 

irrespective of society, class creed or race.  

 Will the modern man accept the Sage-ideal if he wants peace and harmony in society? That 

is the challenge which Lao-Tzu has given to humanity. 

- Kind courtesy of ‘Dharma Essays’ (1956) 
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Timeless Frames 

Dr Swami Satyananda and Yogi Shuddhananda Bharathi with Prof 

Baiyu Watanabe in Japan in the 50’s of the last century  - signing the 

visitors book 

 

THINKING OF OTHERS 

What is your idea of having a good time? 

Do you love to have all your fun at the expense of someone else?  By carrying 

practical jokes upon others, you may succeed in getting everyone else to laugh.   

Though you have a good time this way, there is a price you must pay for it.  You 

will not have many close friends. 

You will find plenty to laugh at if you spend more time looking at your own    

blunders and less time hunting for the other fellow’s mistakes and faults. 

Learn to laugh at yourself with the other fellow. 

With malice toward none, with charity for all. 

                                                                            - Lincoln 

 

- J Maurus ‘Just a Moment please!’ 
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Children’s Corner 
Believe in yourself 

Anita was a bubbly female child who grew up 
within the Himalayan abode of snow, within the 
eastern region of Nepal. Her parents were 
Sheppards. It was that point of the year when 
the sky was blue, sun smiled upon the village 
and therefore the stars in the dark never 
looked brighter before. Anita found a lot of 
tourists visit her village. Watching people from 
everywhere in the planet visit her village made 
Anita curious. "What are these people doing 
here father?" asked Anita. Anita's father 

laughed and said, "Darling, they have all come to 
climb those mountains." 

Amazed at their courage, Anita said, "Really father? 
Is it possible to climb to the top?"  

"Of course dear," replied her father. Many people do 
it. 

"Someday, I will be able to climb to the highest of 
these majestic mountains" said Anita with a resound-
ing streak of hope, a burning dream brewing in her 
eyes. But Life had other plans for her. Anita lost one 
among her legs when she was thirteen. Clouds of 
despair overshadowed her happy world. 

"l will never be ready to climb those mountains," 
cried Anita. 

Her father loved her dearly. He couldn't see his little girl in pain. He too was  
devastated. But he did not lose heart.  

One day Anita's father built her a peg, a wooden leg, which she could wear and 
walk. "Never say 'never'. Start climbing the mountains," said the determined    
father. 

Anita was beside herself with joy. She wore the wooden limb and walked, and fell. 
Stood up, and tried to run, and fell again. The entire village laughed at the daddy 
and daughter's foolishness. But nothing pulled them down.  

Both the father and daughter were determined to win against all odds. They kept 
practicing. After five years Anita made it to the highest of the mountains. And 
she made her father very proud of her, along with her country. 

Moral: Never let words of discouragement pull you down. Don't let others tell 
you: "you cannot roll in the hay". Always believe yourself. 

- Moral Stories for kids, Web Source 
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ONE key performance measurement for      

religious believers is the unswerving compli-

ance with dietary prohibitions required by their 

religion. With 12 world civilisational religions, 

we have 12 “eat this and not that” listings. If 

you know the deep background reasons for 

prohibition, you will push for broader applica-

tion, albeit in a wise manner. 

The prohibitions were decreed mainly for 

health safeguards and resource conservation. 

In scriptural times, populations were very 

much smaller and societies more fragile. Cer-

tain foods and beverages popular in one region 

of the world were later discovered to be harm-

ful. They would then be declared forbidden. In 

another part of the globe, a different set of 

foods and beverages might have been found 

harmful and thus similarly disallowed. 

Differing geographical and sociocultural cir-

cumstances account for the differences in pro-

hibition lists. Hence the saying: “One man’s 

meat is another man’s poison.” Pork is forbid-

den to Muslims and Jews (West Asian cul-

tures) while beef is a no for Hindus and Bud-

dhists (South and East Asian cultures). Pork 

and beef are high in saturated fats that cause 

your bad LDL cholesterol levels to rise, in-

creasing your risk for heart disease.  

These religious taboos are meant to restrict 
your consumption of red meat, as eating too 
much will likely break your heart. There is al-
so an established link between red meat and 
colorectal cancer. Ancient societies were 
aware of the health effects of various types of 
foods and beverages. 

Resource conservation was the other main rea-

son for dietary prohibitions. If any society in 

the world were allowed to eat up all the plants 

and animals within its reach, nature would be-

come like Old Mother Hubbard’s bare cup-

board.  

Armed with such knowledge, modern-day   

religious believers should examine any post-

scriptural product that is known to endanger 

health or whose consumption may destroy na-

ture’s diversity.  

Tobacco comes to mind straight away. No 
written scripture of any religion mentioned this 
substance because it was confined to the 
American continent until European conquerors 
grabbed it as loot in the 16th century. 

Tobacco spread to all parts of the world from 
then on. Tobacco has zero health benefits and 
the release of nicotine, tar, and carbon monox-
ide endangers passers-by in addition to the 
smokers. 

But our national policy is “do not smoke here 
but smoke there” and hence smoking zones 
abound, ashtrays stretch along corridors, and 
planter boxes in commercial business areas are 
stuffed with cigarette butts. One federal gov-
ernment ministry was reported in 2020 to have 
allocated a budget for the provision of desig-
nated covered smoking areas for smokers’ 
convenience. 

It’s time for Malaysian religious leaders to 
adopt the resolve of New Zealand’s Associate 
Health Minister Dr Ayesha Verrall who has 
managed to persuade her Government to im-
pose a lifetime ban on smoking for those aged 
14 or younger. Before the end of this century, 
the last cigarette would have been stubbed out 
in New Zealand. In Malaysia, there is no such 
resolve as yet. 

If they want to, religious leaders can easily 
quash pro-smoking arguments by just citing 
the statistics — 27,000 tobacco-related deaths 
annually in Malaysia. A shocking 15% (some 
4,000 victims) are non-smokers who die from 
exposure to second-hand smoke that they in-
hale sitting near smokers or walking through a 
passageway crowded with smokers. 

Let’s touch on the most harmful F & B product 
in the marketplace today. No, it may not be 
alcohol. It's more likely refined or processed 
sugar, and the religious authorities ought to 

CUTTING DOWN PROCESSED SUGAR INTAKE 
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 pay attention to it if the health of their congregation is a concern. The natural sugar in sugarcane 
and sugar beet is processed and refined into sugar grains that are used by every household, food 
or drinks stall, and restaurant. It’s a killer and should be compared with the dangers of alcohol. 

The first quick sign of its harmful effects on your body is when you have to visit the dentist eve-

ry month for tooth decay treatment. Health Minister Khairy Jamaluddin said in November last 

year that only one out of 20 Malaysians practise healthy eating according to the right nutritional 

guidelines. That same month the Health Ministry revealed that four in 10 persons who died from 

Covid-19 had diabetes, known in medical circles as the “sweet” disease.  

The National Health and Morbidity Survey 2019 showed that nearly one in five Malaysian adults 

or 3.9 million had diabetes. Malaysia has the highest rate of diabetes in Asia, and a major cause 

is the high content of processed sugar in Malaysian foods and drinks. The connection between 

diabetes, cardiovascular ailments, and overall cancer has been well established.  

Here’s where a comparison with alcohol is necessary: like alcohol, processed sugar in excess 

affects the brain and may produce such effects as dizziness, hazy vision, and fatigue that could 

threaten the safety of others. Research published in the journal Occupational & Environmental 

Medicine found that some dangerous driving behaviours (errors, lapses and violations) can be 

predicted by unhealthy dietary patterns characterised by high intake of fats and sugars. 

Last July, the Consumers Association of Penang urged the authorities to ban the sale of sugary 
drinks from vending machines in hospitals, schools and other public places. This is one step to-
wards improving public health. Did the six big religions  — Islam, Buddhism, Hinduism, Chris-
tianity, Sikhism, and Taoism — lend their support?  

In 2015, the University of California in San Francisco banned the sale of sugar-laden beverages 
in vending machines, cafeterias, and food trucks resulting in their consumption dropping by half. 
The belly sizes of university employees dipped by more than 2cm. 

Our six big religions ought to establish a joint panel that can be a powerful magnet drawing com-
munity-service and health-conscious NG0s together to stir up public support for measures to re-
duce consumption of processed sugar by at least half before end of this year.  Encourage all reli-
gious believers to drink plain water, unsweetened beverages, and 100% fruit juice. Sermon top-
ics should include guidance on how to cut back sugar intake. 

The way forward for all religions is not to keep burning hellfire coal but to lead their followers 
into the dawn of a new light of global interfaith collaborative action for a healthier and more cli-
mate-friendly world. 

- This article by Joachim Ng was first published in the Sun daily on 19 January 2022 
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APPRECIATION 
 

Ms Sylvia Hemery is the author of the book ‘White Hot – The Burning Desire’ where she 

has written a chapter on the Pure Life Society after an interview with Mother Mangalam.   

We are glad to publish a letter that we received from Ms Hemery recently. 

 

My dear Mother Mangalam, 
  
Thank you very much for putting time and efforts to write back. 
  
It makes me happy to be in touch with you, but at the same time sad to hear how your physical 
conditions slow down your movements and your great desire to continue the works you       
are passionate about: reaching out, nurturing, serving, and make great difference in the lives 
of so many! 
  
You had embraced and gave love to the weak and those in desperate and even hopeless situa-
tions; comforted those who were weary and sad; educate and enlighten many minds; to those 
who were lost, you bring back their dignity and help them find better versions of them-
selves;  you inspired many souls! 
  
And all these are marked on your frail body today. But your pure thoughts and love in your 
heart shine as bright as ever and exude through your prayers. 
  
I gratefully accept and embrace your prayers of “comfort and good-will all the way” for me. 
Thank you very much! 
  
I humbly and sincerely pray for your comfort as well as joy. May the unique YOU be some-
how replicated thru the sheer kindness to be passed onward by the people you have cared and 
loved and dedicated your pure life! 
  
And of course I will always remember you, will never forget! It is an immense honor and 
privilege for me to have known and met you. God be always with you! 
  
With much respect, admiration, and love, 
 
Sylvia 
  
  
Sylvia dela Cruz - HEMERY 
President/Founder 
International Friends Educational Foundation (IFEF) 
FRANCE 
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GOD IS SAT-CHIT-ANANDA 
 

God is Truth and Love 

The Absolute Truth, the Eternal Principle, that is God. There are innumerable definitions of God, 

because His manifestations are innumerable. They overwhelm me with wonder and awe and for a 

moment stun me. But I worship God as Truth only. 

To me God is Truth and Love. God is ethics and morality; God is fearlessness. God is the source 

of Light and Life, and yet He is above and beyond all these. God is conscience. He is even the 

atheism of the atheist. For in His boundless love, God permits the atheist to live. He is the search-

er of the hearts. He knows us and our hearts better than we do ourselves. . . . He is personal God 

to those who need His personal presence. He is embodied to those who need His touch. He is the 

purest Essence. He is, to those who have faith. He is all things to all men. 

God is Sat-Chit-Ananda 

The word Satya (Truth) is derived from 'Sat' which means "Being". And nothing is or exists in 

reality except Truth. That is why 'Sat' or Truth is perhaps the most important name of God. In 

fact, it is more correct to say Truth is God than to say God is Truth. 

And where there is Truth, there is also Knowledge, which is true. Where there is no Truth, there 

can be no true knowledge. That is why the word 'Chit' or Knowledge is associated with the name 

of God. And where there is true Knowledge, there is always Bliss (Ananda). Sorrow has no place 

there. And even as Truth is Eternal, so is the Bliss derived from it. Hence we know God as Sat-

Chit-Ananda, one who combines in Himself, Truth, Knowledge and Bliss. 

He is law Eternal 

God is an Idea, Law Himself. . . . He and His Law abide everywhere and govern everything. 

Therefore, though I do not think that He answers in every detail, every request of ours, there is no 

doubt that He rules our actions and I literally believe that not a blade of grass grows or moves 

without His will. 

I do feel that there is orderliness in the universe, there is an unalterable Law governing every-

thing and every being that lives and moves. It is not a blind law, for no blind law can govern the 

conduct of living beings. . . . The Law and the Law-giver are one. I may not deny the Law or Law

-giver, because I know so little about It or Him. Even as my denial or ignorance of the existence 

of an earthly power will avail nothing, so will not my denial of God and His Law liberate me 

from its operation; whereas,  humble and mute acceptance of Divine Authority makes life's jour-

ney easier even as acceptance of earthly rule makes life under it easier. 

His Infinite Mercy 

God is, even though the whole world deny Him. God embraces not only this tiny globe of ours, 

but millions and billions of such globes. How can we, little crawling creatures so utterly helpless 

as He has made us, how could we possibly measure His greatness, His boundless love, His infi-

nite compassion? So great is His infinite love and pity that He allows man insolently to deny 

Him, wrangle about Him, and cut the throats of his fellowmen. How can we measure the great-

ness of God, who is so forgiving, so divine? 

He allows us freedom and yet His compassion commands obedience to His Will. But if anyone of 

us disdains to bow to His Will, He says: "So be it." My sun will shine no less for thee, My clouds 

will rain no less for thee. I need not force thee to accept My sway."  
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Of such a God let the ignorant dispute the existence. I am one of the millions of wise men who 

believe in Him and am never tired of bowing to Him and singing His glory. 

God is the hardest task-master, I have known on earth. He tries you through and through. And 

when you find your faith is failing, or your body is failing you, and you are sinking, He comes to 

your assistance somehow or other and proves to you that you must not lose your faith and that 

He is always at Your beck and call, but on His terms. So I have found. I cannot recall a single 

instance when at the eleventh hour, He has forsaken me. 

- Mahatma Gandhi, Source: Pathway to God, The Vision, March 2005 

 

NATURE OF THE GURU 
 

 Maulana Rumi relates the story of a young child who playfully climbs on top of a roof, 

much to his mother's distress. The child thinks that it is a game, while the mother entreats the   

little one to come down. When she climbs up, the child runs to the edge. When the mother     

approaches the child, he jumps on to a water-drain pipe that juts out from the roof. 

 The child keeps on laughing, taking the whole thing as a game, unmindful of his danger. 

The mother now is in a fix, as she knows that even a single step taken by her would cause the 

child to crawl farther and then fall down. The mother does not know what to do, and all her   

entreaties to the child go in vain. 

 A wise man then appears in the street and asks the mother what is causing her distress. 

The mother tells him of her plight. The wise man says that this is no problem and asks the moth-

er to come down. 

 The mother goes down and the wise man asks her if there is another young child living 

nearby. When she points out to several children playing, the wise man suggests that she bring 

one of them and give him a nice toy to play with and send him on the roof. 

 The mother runs and picks up a child, and sends him to the roof. Her own child, watching 

the newcomer with a toy, crawls back to the roof and starts playing with the friend. The mother 

quickly runs and picks him up and the child is saved. 

 Maulana Rumi says that the moral  is that  man  is not heeding the voice of God; although 

God's entreaties are being proclaimed from housetops, churches, temples, and mosques. Man 

thinks it is a big game and continues to crawl toward the dangers of this world. It is only when 

another person of the same age appears that the child in man is attracted and moves toward  

safety. Even God can save us only when we are lured by the attractive message of One who is 

just like us. It is thus that the ostensibly ordinary human beings have always come as sadgurus. 

They look ordinary, but their state of consciousness is beyond this worldly level, and they are 

capable of communicating with us the greatest truths and the methods to attain the highest levels 

of consciousness. 

- I.C. Puri, The Essential Teacher' by Chinmaya Trust, The Vision, March 2005 
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The secret of happy, successful living lies in 

doing what needs to be done now and not wor-

rying about the past and the future. We cannot 

go back into the  past  and  reshape  it  nor can 

we anticipate everything that may happen in 

the future.  There is but one moment of time 

over which we have some conscious control 

and that is the present. 

This Truth has been recognised not only by the 

Buddha but also by all the great thinkers of the 

world.  They saw that it is futile to live in 

memories of the past and in dreams of the fu-

ture, neglecting the present moment and its 

opportunities. Time moves on. Let us not stand 

idly by and see our hopes for success turn into 

memories of failure. It lies in our power to 

build today something that will endure through 

many tomorrows, something more solid than 

castles in the air. The Buddha has shown us the 

way. The time is now and the choice is ours. 

Many people just worry by thinking about their 

future.  If they have learned to adjust them-

selves according to the circumstances of their 

daily life there is no reason for them to be wor-

ried. Whatever castles they may build in the 

air, whatever dreams they may have in  their  

mind,  they must  always  remember  that  they 

are living in this world  of  constant  changes. 

In consequence of unfavourable predictions by  

astrologers in the event of  ill-health there may  

be harmful reactions. 

A sufferer who believes in fate would think: 

"This was preordained, this was allotted to me 

by God; so I must submit." 

If he believes in Karma he will reason as fol-

lows: "This is the result of my own activities in 

a previous life or in this life itself. I must try to 

rectify the balance of justice by strenuous    

exertion  in doing  good." Through Karma the 

individual grows and changes for better or 

worse from moment to moment, so that if we 

resort to meditation there is good Karma accu-

mulating here and now.   This is present Kar-

ma or this is worldly  Karma. 

He who is subservient to fortune, becomes  the  

plaything of fortune. He who identifies himself 

with any existing state of affairs, and is anx-

ious to preserve that state of affairs inviolate, 

knows no peace of mind. Thus we worry  

about our "selves," our health, our children, 

our friends,  our  possessions  yearning  always 

to maintain  stability in that  which  is inher-

ently  unstable. 

 

 

WHY WORRY FOR  THE  FUTURE? 

"They make no lamentation over the past,  
They yearn not after that which is not come, 

By what  now is, do they maintain themselves;  
Hence comes it that they look serene of hue."   

    (Buddha) 

"There  are  no  stars  which    
we  could  trust,  
There is not guiding light, 
And we  know  that  we  
must,  
Be  good,  be just,  be  
right." 
 
"Do not  hark  back  things  
that  passed,  
And  for the future cherish not   
yet  come.  
But who with vision clear can see 
The present  which  is here 
and  now  
Such wise one should  aspire 
to win  
What  never  can  be  lost  nor   
shaken.” 

‘Why Worry?’ by  

Ven Datuk Dr K Sri Dhammananda 
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THE COMPASSIONATE PRINCE KUNALA 
 

 After Buddha passed away, there was a king named Usika. He was very kind and his    

government was very compassionate. He had a son with eyes as beautiful as the kunala, an     

Indian bird famous for its beautiful eyes. Because the king liked 

this kind of bird, he named his son Kunala. When Prince Kunala 

grew up, he was very handsome. His conduct was proper and he 

was very kind. 

 King Usika was a devoted Buddhist. One day, the king 

brought his son to a temple, and he asked a monk named Yasa 

about the Buddhist teachings. Yasa looked at the young prince. 

"Human life is impermanent," he said. "A body goes through the 

stages of birth, aging, illness and death, and human life is filled 

with impurity. Who can have the beauty of youth forever? All 

these are illusions. In the same way, although the prince's eyes 

seem beautiful, they are actually full of filth and the source of 

trouble." 

 The prince was quite puzzled. Everyone always praised him for his beautiful eyes, but why 

would the monk say that they were dirty and the source of trouble? These words kept whirling 

around in his head. 

 There were many concubines in the king's palace. One young lady was deeply attracted by 

Kunala's good looks. When she saw him sitting alone in the garden one day, she started to fondle 

him, trying to seduce him. But the prince was a righteous person and could not agree to such  

behavior. He pulled himself together and freed himself from her unwanted attentions. 

 Later, when the young prince was old enough to marry, King Usika found a wife for him. 

When the concubine saw the lover of her dreams married to someone else, she became intensely 

jealous and her love turned to hatred. 

 Not long after the marriage, the king became sick and the young concubine looked after 

him carefully until he recovered. He was grateful for her care and said to her, "Because you took 

care of me for such a long time, I will give you anything you desire." 

 She said, "I just want to rule the country for seven days." 

 The king  thought  to  himself  that  since  he  had promised, he couldn't go back on his 

word. Besides, it was only for seven days. So he agreed. 

 When she was on the throne, the young lady wrote a letter filled with both love and hate 

and sent it to Prince Kunala. She wrote that her fury would only be placated if she never saw his 

eyes again. Now the prince finally realized what that monk had meant, but it was too late. The 

lady's word was like the king's command, and it couldn't be disobeyed. 

 Kunala reluctantly gouged out one eye and held it in his hand. "It's so disgusting," he sud-

denly realized. "Why would such a filthy little thing be praised by so many people and bring so 

much trouble? Since she wants both eyes, I'll take out the other one too."  

 When both eyes were gone, everything before him was in total darkness, but his mind was 

suddenly filled with light. He felt the peace that comes from spiritual exaltation. 
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 When his wife heard the news, she ran to the blind prince and started to wail with grief. 

But the prince was calm and consoled her with the Buddhist teachings. "Human life is brief, so 

don't harbor hatred or worry, because hatred and worry are your greatest enemies." 

 At that time, a bodyguard warned the prince, "Your Highness, I'm afraid that if you stay in 

the palace, your life will be in danger." The prince, of course, was already aware of this, and 

since he didn't want the court lady to continue making bad karma for herself by doing some- 

thing even worse, he and his wife fled the palace.  

 They learned to play the lute and to sing, and they wandered from town to town, making 

music in the streets. People would throw them a few coins, and in this way, the prince and his 

wife were able to feed themselves. 

 A few years later, they came back to the capital.  One day, they wandered into the streets 

along- side the palace and started to sing. When King thought of his son, who had suddenly dis-

appeared years before. He told his attendant to invite the musicians to enter the palace. 

 When the king saw the lute player, he realized that it was indeed the son that he had been 

thinking of day and night. When he saw how Prince Kunala had fallen from his royal life and 

was now only a blind lute-player singing on the streets for a living, the king was very upset. 

  "Who did this to you?" he asked the prince. "Who made you lose your sight?" But Kunala     

refused to talk about it. He just told his father about the truths that he had learned, hoping his 

father would calm down. 

 At last, the ministers and the guards couldn't endure it any more and reported the truth to 

the king. He was furious and wanted to execute that concubine, but the prince begged his father 

to forgive her. 

 The king was touched by Kunala's compassion and released the young lady. However, in 

her own conscience, she was ashamed of herself and finally committed suicide. Because of her 

impure love, she had created trouble and hatred, hurt another person and destroyed herself. 

 Was it all worth it? 

 If love could be pure and calm and nurture all creatures like clean water, it would be won-
derful. I often say that we must guard our minds to bring the spirit of great love into full force.  

 We must be careful not to let our minds become confused or filled with hatred. Above all, 

we must not let our minds become tainted with filthy desires. 

 

- Dharma Master Cheng Yen, The Master tells Stories 
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Chiao Hsien was a native of Ho-tung  (Shansi).  At the age of 170 he was in the habit of eating 

white stones after boiling them thoroughly like yams, and used to distribute them to others.   

Every day he went  into the mountains to cut fuel which he gave away to the headman and oth-

er villages in turn, after which he began afresh.   

Carrying the fuel on his back, he would deposit it outside  each man's door. Anyone who hap-

pened to see him would spread a mat and invite him in to partake of a meal. Chiao Hsien 

would then sit down but say not a word to his host. If he saw no one when he came with his 

fuel, he would put it down silently at the door and go away.  So it went on year  after year. 

When the House of Wei established their dynasty, he was dwelling on the bank of the Yellow 

River, having built himself a thatched hut in which he lived quite alone.   

He had  no proper bed, but sat on a straw mattress.  His body was dirty, as if he had been 

doused in liquid mud.  Sometimes he would go several days without eating. In walking he did 

not keep to the  path.  He shunned  the  company  of  women.  

When his clothes wore out he would sell some firewood in order to buy old garments  to       

replace  them.  Winter  and  summer alike, he wore clothing of a single thickness. 

The Governor Tung Ching went to pay him a visit,  but Hsien refused to speak to him. This 

only heightened Ching's opinion of his worth. Eventually his hut  was  caught  in a forest fire, 

and men who  came to look for Hsien found him sitting upright and motionless  under  the  

roof.  When the fire had burnt itself out and the hut lay in ashes, Hsien got up quite calmly, and 

then it appeared that his  clothes were not even singed. 

After he had made himself another hut, there suddenly came a great snowfall which wrecked a 

large number of houses. Hsien's hut collapsed, and a party of rescuers, seeing no trace of him, 

feared that he must have frozen to death.  

But on digging their way into the hut they found  him  fast  asleep under the snow, with a rud-

dy face and breathing freely, just like one lying drunk in the height of summer. 

People recognized that he was no ordinary being, and many wished to learn from him about 

Tao; but Hsien declared that there was no Tao in him.    

Thus he continued, now old and grow young, for more than two hundred years. At last  he part-

ed from his fellow men and went no one knows whither. Those who had questioned him got 

not a single word to appease their  curiosity.  

Somebody having asked Huang-fu Mi what kind of man Chiao Hsien was, he replied: "I  am 
not able fully to understand him, but can  speak from superficial observation only." 

What the world in general desires is honour and sensual gratification. Clothes are required by 

the human form, shelter is necessary for our bodies, the mouth cannot do without speech, the 
heart cannot endure the utter lack of kith and kin.   

Yet Chiao Hsien renounces honour and the pleasures of the senses, he  does  without  clothes, 
without  house,  without  kindred. He keeps his mouth shut and speaks not, he makes the uni-

verse his roof-tree, he is in mystic unity with the antecedents of supreme Tao, he transcends 
the world of phenomena and enters into the seclusion of Primordial Stillness. 

CHIAO HSIEN 
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No man is able to fathom his thoughts; the breadth of the Four Seas cannot encompass his mind 
……. Danger and stress cause him no qualm, honours and  affections  do not  entangle  his spir-

it.  

He lets not his ears and eyes be defiled by sights and sounds. He has planted his foot in the do-
main where no hurt is, and has established himself in the realm of independence.  His length of 
years, exceeding those of the centenarian, cannot be reckoned even by his oldest acquaintance. 

He has been one and the same ever since the time of the Emperor Fu Hsi.  

- Lionel Giles, A Gallery of Chinese Immortals 

 

CONGRATULATIONS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Heartiest Congratulations to YA Puan Narkunavathy Sundareson on her 

appointment as  Judicial Commissioner  (JC) on 4th February 2022.  

YA Puan Narkunavathy Sundareson is the daughter of our long-standing life 

member, Mr S Sundareson, who also serves on the Editorial Board of the 

Dharma  magazine. 

We wish YA Puan Narkunavathy Sundareson all the very best in her future 

endevours. 
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What you believe is more important than what 

anyone will ever tell you. What you believe 

about life, relationships, money, food, love, 

exercise, food, pets, God, politics, business, 

heaven and hell, the economy, and last but not 

least, YOURSELF will drive all your behav-

iors and the actions you take. 

Our beliefs are like the roots of a tree — the 

deeper they go, the higher the tree potentially 

grows. If I were to ask you, "What is the most 

important part of a tree?" I hope your answer 

would be, "The roots!" It is an indisputable 

fact. Your beliefs are like the roots of a tree, 

and they become the cause for success or fail-

ure in your life. 

 The roots of a tree are like your Belief 
System: 

 You cannot see them, but they determine 
what you do see. 

 How deep the roots go determine how 
high the tree grows. 

 The roots never stop growing. 
 
My personal belief is that it is our job to be-

lieve, and it is God's job to do the impossible. 

However, as powerful as our beliefs are, belief 

alone is not enough. We must do something 

with our belief. The gap between our belief 

and God doing the impossible is . . . our taking 

action. It is our responsibility to act on what 

we believe. 

I believe there are many people who give up 

on their dreams way too soon because they 

allow kill factors to destroy their X Factor. I 

want to encourage you, from this point on, not 

to give yourself an excuse for failure. I want to 

lovingly challenge you to do what is required 

to Discover, Develop, and Deploy YOUR 1%. 

Take action on what you read in the pages of 

this book. Dare to believe that it works, and I 

believe you will succeed like never before. 

A failure to believe always results in a failure 
to take action.  

A failure to take action result in a failure to 
achieve. 

The Goal Is Success 

What determines a person's awareness of her 

1%? Definitely, the way she thinks. It is that 

person's thought process –  her understanding 

and her working definition of the word suc-

cess. Success is defined as (1) "the attainment 

of wealth, possessions, fame, or honors";                           

(2) "achieving a satisfactory performance"; and 

(3) "a favorable or prosperous termination of 

endeavors." 

Everybody I know wants to be successful — 

or more successful. When I ask people what 

they mean by success, I usually get a wide va-

riety of answers. Some see success strictly in 

financial or materialistic terms. Some see suc-

cess in family terms, while others see success 

in spiritual terms. Still others see it in terms of 

their career potential or their current job situa-

tion. 

Not only do the definitions differ, but the de-

grees of success also differ. To some, success 

is having enough money to pay monthly bills. 

To others, it is having a financial investment 

portfolio that allows a person or family to live 

well on the interest produced. To others, it is 

the ability to inspire tremendous contributions 

toward projects that can change nations. 

To some, success is the ability to conceive a 

child. To others, it is the ability to keep a mar-

riage together over a lifetime. To others, it is 

to build a family dynasty that will have an im-

pact on society. 

To some, success is having peace in one's 

heart, or maximizing the percentage of time 

one feels happy. To some, success is having a 

personal relationship with God. To others, it's 

winning the world for God. 
 

My definition of success: 
Success is an ongoing process of Discovering 

your unique 1%,  
Developing your gifts and  

Deploying your best for the best interest of 
others. 

 
 

THE POWER OF YOUR BELIEF 
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Success is relative to your position in life. If you are in a negative situation in life, then success is 

transitioning into a more positive situation. If you have set specific goals involving change, suc-

cess is accomplishing your goals. If you are facing a problem, success is solving that problem in 

a way that brings maximum benefit.  

Success is positive and measurable. It can produce motivation. It is contagious. Varying levels of 

success infuse confidence and build endurance. But remember, success is an ongoing process. 

Maybe you are going through a rough time right now.  

How do you measure success in rough times? I believe that if you grow through what you go 

through, you will create a BREAK-THROUGH! So at times, let's measure our growth in our  

attitude. Let's measure our growth in our relationships. Let's identify in tough times what we 

need to learn. That will make a negative experience work for us rather than against us. Can fail-

ure be part of a success journey? Absolutely! Countless people have failed multiple times before 

achieving incredible success. 

They used each of those failures as a learning experience. In your tough times, remember the  

stories about Henry Ford, Dr.Seuss, Thomas Edison, and Walt Disney! Never let what you    

consider to be failure define you. Define your moments and you will create momentum for your 

future miracle! 

As you discover your 1%, it will influence your THINKING about success. Your uniqueness  

elevates your views of success. For all of us, there is what has been — the Past. There is what is 

— the Present. And there is what is possible — the Future! 

Success is not a state of being-it is an ongoing process. As such, success requires ongoing effort, 

ongoing self-leadership, and ongoing appreciation and gratitude for both past and present accom-

plishment. 

Your X Factor is your key to success. Your 1% uniqueness Discovered, Developed, and          

Deployed gives YOU the capacity to be an Unstoppable Force. 

- Keith Craft, Your Divine Fingerprint, The force that makes YOU Unstoppable 
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Remedies for Common Maladies-My Experience 

By Mother A Mangalam 

‘Feed your body with what it needs 
Don’t feed the body with what you like’ 

LOTUS-ROOT AND YAM SOUP 
 

Ingredients : 
 

Lotus root  - 3” bulb 
Yam   - 2 pieces of ½” slices 
Cauliflower – 10 florets 
Carrot – 1 stick 
Snow peas – 12 pieces 
Shiitake mushroom – 2 pieces 
Straw mushroom – 1 handful 
Lemongrass – 3 stalks 
Galangal (Lengkuas) – 200gms 
Spring onions – 8 stalks  
 

 

Preparation : 

 Cube the yam into 1/2” pieces. 
 Scrape the lotus-root. 
 Scrape the carrot. 
 Break-up the cauliflower florets into small pieces. 
 Remove fibre from the snow-peas. 
 Cut into slices and sauté the shiitake mushroom. 
 Wash and sauté the straw mushroom. 
 Scrape clean and cut into small pieces and juice the galangal in blender. 
 Chop fine the spring onions. 
 

Method: 

 Boil 5 bowls of water with the knotted lemongrass.  
 Add salt to taste. 
 After 15 minutes, put in the yam and lotus root. 
 After 10 minutes, put in the rest of the vegetables. 
 After vegetables are well-cooked, pour in the galangal juice. 
 Boil for 10 minutes.  
 Add in the snow peas last (to retain the crunchiness). 
 Add pepper to taste and garnish with spring onions. 
 Serve hot. 
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Senior children’s creativity - 

Making Chinese New Year           

decorations out of recycled items 

      ‘Waste not, Want not’ 

Trying to break the pot blind-folded - 

Traditional game during Pongal  - 
Tamil Harvest Festival 

Children trying their hand at Calligraphy  
‘Dragon Dance’ - props made by children using    

recycled items 
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Salient Thought for the Day 

It makes us stronger, to endure. 
 

Lines to Memorize 

Brave heart, tired soul,  remain  awake  a 

while  longer,  a while  longer. 

The hour of watching is almost over. It will  

end, 

And its end will bring thee gladness and rest. 

 

Lesson 

We need to pass through times of  darkness 

in order to learn the value of spiritual con-

sciousness. When our life becomes blinded 

by despair and all our efforts seem unsuc-

cessful; those are the moments when we need 

to  hold fast. When we have a thing, we do 

not realize the lack of it. When a person rolls 

in luxury, it is very difficult for him to       

imagine  the misery of poverty. Same is it 

when we have great spiritual consciousness 

in us, we do not appreciate what misery, what 

unhappiness, its absence can create in a soul. 

 

Prayer 

Supreme Spirit, Thou knowest my inner- 

most  being, 

Thou knowest  my  strength  and  my  weak- 

ness. 

Rouse  in my  heart  such fortitude  and  firm- 

ness of  faith, 

That  nothing  can  throw  me  down  or  over

- whelm me. 

Help me to lift my thoughts above the dis-

tractions of  this world 

And  fasten them to the stable  and  undying. 

 

- Swami Paramananda 
 

 

TRANQUILLITY 
 

 Men seek retreats for themselves, houses 
in the country, sea-shores and  mountains and  
thou  art too wont to desire  such things very 
much. But this is altogether a mark of the most 
common  sort  of men, for it is within thy pow-
er, whenever thou shalt choose, to retire into 
thyself.   

 For nowhere  either with  more quiet or 
more freedom from trouble does a man retire 
than into his own soul,  particularly when he 
has within him such thoughts that by looking 
into them  he  is  immediately in perfect tran-
quillity; and I affirm that tranquillity is nothing 
else than the good ordering  of the mind.    

 Constantly then, give to thyself this re-
treat, and renew thyself; and let thy principles 
be brief and fundamental. 

 Retire into this little territory of thy own 
and above all do not extract or strain thyself, 
but be free, and look at things as a man, as a 
human being, as a citizen, as a mortal.  

 But among the things to which thou shalt 
turn, let there be these which are two: one is, 
that things do not touch the soul for they are 
external and remain immovable, but our per-
turbations come only from the opinion which 
is within; the other is, that all these things 
which thou seest change immediately and will 
no longer be - and constantly bear in mind how 
many of these changes thou hast already wit-
nessed.  

 The universe is transformation; life is       
opinion. 
 

- Marcus Aurelius, A new edition of Wisdom 
of the Ages by Mark Gilbert 

He who tells a lie is not sensible to 
the greatness of the task he under-
takes; for he is forced to invent 
twenty more to maintain that one. 

- Alexander Pope 
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The Malaysian Speaks 
 

The kind act that cut across racial and 

religious divides benefitted so many peo-

ple, including me. It also illustrates the 

idea that the height of spirituality is not 

building great houses of worship or 

spending billions to fund a government 

religious department; that spirituality can 

be exemplified by a simple act of kind-

ness that knows no bounds of geography, 

politics or religion. 

- Mohd Tajuddin Mohd Rasdi, ‘A kind 

act, a world of blessings’, Over the top, 

The Star, 4th January 2022 
 

The way to get employees to increase the 

scope and quality of online services for 

better user experience is to change to dig-

ital-first mindset and to adopt higher dig-

ital technologies systems. For that to hap-

pen, there is a crucial need for the de-

ployment of quality broadband and a dig-

ital technological infrastructure that will 

allow more public servants to work crea-

tively and productively. 

- Dr Rahida Aini Mohd Ismail, UUM, 

Kedah, ‘Digital Transformation—Adopt 

a digital-first mindset’, Letters, The New 

Straits Times, 7th February 2022  
 

It’s time we realized that neighbours are 

a great asset and maintaining cordial rela-

tionships with them is not only mutually 

benefiting but also promotes harmonious 

living. 

- S Sundareson, ‘Good neighbourliness 

promotes harmonious living’, Your 

Opinion, The Star, 8th February 2022 

Great minds of Yesteryears  

Gong Xi Fatt Chai 
 

Cheng Cheng Cheng... 
The beat starts 
The dragon prances 
The festive begins 
The crackers cracks 

Tung Tung Tung... 
Bye Bye Ox 
Enters Tiger with a mighty roar 
Rebellious, Dynamic & Adventurous 
Fiery, Ethical & Super Focused 

Cheng Cheng Cheng... 
An ocean of red colours 
Colouring the landscapes 
Ripened Mandarin tangerines 
Sweetening everyone's parlance 

Tung Tung Tung... 
New clothes & styled hair 
Foods & drinks 
Happiness & Merriness 
Bringing bountiful of joyfulness 

Cheng Cheng Cheng... 
The virus will be crushed 
Bad luck gets booted 
Greater freedom for humanity 
Roaring prosperity & longevity 

Tung Tung Tung... 
May the year of Tiger 
Add lustre & colour 
Bringing stability & peace 
Vibrant health & happiness in all 

Cheng Cheng Cheng... 
A season of happiness 
A reason of greatness 
A crimson of achieveness 
A season of charitableness 

        Gong Xi Fa Cai!  

- Ravindran Raman Kutty 

Stop trying to calm the storm. Calm 
yourself, the storm will pass. 
 

- Buddha 
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